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ABSTRACT
Many advances in the computer science field, such as semantic
search, recommendation systems, question-answering, natural language processing, are drawn-out using the help of large scale knowledge bases (e.g., YAGO, NELL, DBPedia). However, many of these
knowledge bases are static representations of knowledge and do
not model time on its own dimension or do it only for a small portion of the graph. In contrast, projects such as GDELT and ICEWS
have constructed large temporally annotated knowledge graphs
of events collected from news hubs. In this paper, we study the
problem of reasoning over such graphs. In particular, transpose two
well-known techniques from knowledge base reasoning to utilize
the temporal dimension: rule mining and graph embeddings. We
mine temporally constrained first-order inference rules using the
state-of-the-art relational knowledge base model. We interpret the
learned rules as event sequence rules. We also use simple embedding
methods to jointly learn a universal representation of entities and
time-specific representations of the knowledge graph. We present
the first set of temporal rules mined over event knowledge graphs
and preliminary results on using the learned embeddings in the
temporal link prediction task.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in scalability and accuracy of information extraction pipelines have increased the attention in automatically
constructed Knowledge Bases (KBs) such as DBPedia[3], Yago[4],
Google Knowledge Graph1 , etc. These knowledge bases contain

multi-relational information between real-world entities such as
the team membership of professional sports players or the government head of a country. Regardless of the ever increasing size of
KBs, they remain largely incomplete. This has motivated research
in link prediction to use information from existing knowledge bases
to fill-in possibly missing relations between known entities. The
two most popular statistical models used for the Knowledge Base
Completion (KBC) task [22] are latent feature models or embeddings, that learn mappings from entities and relations to vectors
and observed feature models that learn weights for existing paths
between entities that are linked in the KB.
While link prediction pipelines continue to show increased average precision results, we note the data model they use is timeinvariant, in contrast with most of human knowledge that is inherently dynamic. For instance, if a link prediction pipeline is used
to complete the triple (USA, president, *?) its unclear which US
presidents are missing in the KB or which one is been specifically
requested. This small motivational example suggests that link prediction should incorporate the temporal dimension to play a key
role. One big problem in shifting from time-invariant link prediction to temporal link prediction is the lack of temporally annotated
data in general purpose KBs. In Yago2 [13], one of the leading KBs
in temporal annotation, only 9 relations are temporally annotated
corresponding to 25.3% of its base triples. In contrast, knowledge
graphs extracted from news hubs such as ICEWS [18] and GDELT
[19] create a structured daily digest of events where every edge is
properly timestamped. Despite the importance of temporal information and attention to temporal information extraction, there has
been little research on inference from Temporal Knowledge Bases
(TKB).
In this paper we present temporally-aware observed and latent
features models learned over event knowledge graphs. Particularly,

1 http://googleblog.blogspot.com/2012/05/introducing-knowledge-graph-things-
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• We customize Ontological Pathfinding, a large scale rule
mining framework to mine event sequence rules, a type of
temporally constrained first order horn clauses.
• We create the first set of event sequence rules automatically
mined from temporal knowledge graphs.
• We show that embedding methods can be used for inference
in Temporal Knowledge Bases and introduce ChronoTranslate.
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NOTATIONS

In this paper, we model a temporal knowledge base as a knowledge
base where each triple has been augmented with a time stamp
indicating the triple’s occurrence at that time. Formally, a temporal knowledge base is TKB = {(s, r, o, t) | s, o ∈ E, r ∈ R, t ∈ T },
where E denotes the set of entities, R denotes the set of possible
relations in the ontology, and T is the set of all timestamps in the
knowledge base. In this model, when TKB is sliced by the T dimension, each slice is the state of the time-invariant KB at ti . This model
fits well on event knowledge bases since the extraction model used
is guided towards creating a digest of daily news instead of creating
a global view of events.

3

EVENT SEQUENCE MINING

First-order horn clauses are one of the most common observable
feature models built on top of Knowledge bases. Given a timeinvariant KB of facts (subject, predicate, object), a first-order horn
clause rules is a formula of the form
(w, B1 (., .) ∧ ... ∧ Bn (., .) ⇒ H (x, y)))

mined by our system, is interpreted as a sanction threat followed
by denounce from the threatened entity.
There are two main approaches to mining sequential rules. CMRules [10] uses association rules mined from the corresponding
transaction database and then prunes based on the sequence database. RuleGrowth [11] defines a series of expansion operations the
can iteratively grow smaller sequential rules. Our approach is in
the same spirit as CMRules; we rely on first-order horn clauses as
rule templates and then apply sequential constraints.

3.1

Mining Algorithm

In order to mine event sequence rules, we use customize Ontological Pathfinding (OP), the state-of-the-art rule mining framework [7].
OP uses a relational knowledge base model to store KB facts and
first-order rules in database tables. The intuition behind the data
model is to group equivalent rules (e.g. rules where variables connect predicates equally for all rules) and store only the predicates
that compound them. OP defines the following set of equivalent
classes of rules

(1)

p(x, y) ← q(x, y)

(3)

Where the body of the rule Bi (., .) is a conjunction of relations
from the KB, the elements in parenthesis are place holders for
subjects and objects of instances of the relation in the KB, H is
the head predicate of the rule and w is the likelihood of the rule
being true. Previous work on mining inference rules from KBs
[7, 12] assume horn clauses to be connected, predicates in the rule
are all connected by transitivity and closed, every variable appears
at least twice and in separate predicates. The problem of mining
First-order rules resembles the association rule mining problem
from transaction databases. The difference between the two is the
presence of variables in the rule atoms, making the first-order rule
mining problem more challenging.
First-order rules are specially useful in reasoning about the topology of the knowledge base. For example, one would expect generic
rules of the form r 1 (x, y) ⇒ r 2 (y, x) for example, ParentO f (x, y) ⇒
ChildrenO f (y, x) to be true for (relation, inverse_relation) pairs because the inverse of a relation usually holds. Also r 1 (x, y) ⇒ r 2 (x, y)
rules would hold when the relation in the head is a generalization of
the body. To add temporal constraints into first-order horn clauses,
we resort to the concept of sequential rules from sequence databases.
A sequence database [2] is a set of sequences S = s 1 , s 2 , ..., sn where
each sequence si is an ordered list of transactions and each transaction is composed of itemsets. A sequential rule, is defined as
an association rule X ⇒ Y where X and Y are disjoint itemsets
and the items in X occur before the items in Y in transactions of
the same sequence. A TKB is a sequence of events ordered in the
temporal dimension. An event sequence rule is a first-order horn
clause where the predicates in the rule are ordered with respect to
the temporal dimension. Even sequence rules have the form

p(x, y) ← q(y, x)

(4)

p(x, y) ← q(z, x), r (z, y)

(5)

p(x, y) ← q(x, z), r (z, y)

(6)

p(x, y) ← q(z, x), r (y, z)

(7)

p(x, y) ← q(x, z), r (y, z)

(8)

(w,B1 (., .) : t1 ∧ ... ∧ Bn (., .) : tn ⇒ H (x, y) : th ),
t 1 <= ... <= tn <= th

(2)

The main elements of an event sequence rule are the same as firstorder rules shown in equation 1. In addition, ti is the associated time
of the grounded atom in the knowledge base. For example the event
sequence rule, Threaten_with_sanctions(x, y) ⇒ Criticize(y, x)

OP first generates candidate rules by traversing the schema
graph of the knowledge base and obtain semantically sound rules.
Instances of each rule type are stored in separate tables. For example,
the table Type-1 will store head and body predicates of candidate
rules in separate columns. The grounded version of the rules is
obtained by the 2-way join on head and body columns with the facts
table and the corresponding subject and object as conditions shown
in equation 3. The same process is repeated for all equivalence class
table.
The grounded version of the rules table is used to calculate the
interestingness scoring metrics for each rule. OP defines support as
the number of times the body and head of the rule can be grounded.
supp(B ⇒ H (x, y)) B #(x, y) : ∃z 1 , . . . , zm : B ∧ H (x, y).

(9)

Confidence is defined as the support of the rule over the number of
times only the body of the rule is grounded
conf(B ⇒ H (x, y)) B

supp(B → H (x, y))
.
#(x, y) : ∃z 1 , . . . , zm : B

(10)

OP relies heavily on joining operations, known to be expensive
in databases but it also allows rules to be evaluated in batches. In
order to speed up the processing, OP uses a number of optimizations
and parallelizations that can be found in the original manuscript.
In event sequence mining, we aim to find rules where the atoms
in the rule occur in sequential snapshots of the temporal knowledge
base. Imposing an order, can be achieved by adding an ordering
constraint to the original join condition. For Type-1 rules we add
T KB1.t <= T KB2.t, where T KB1 and T KB2 are the temporal facts
tables used in the 2-way join. The original join query contains the
topology conditions for grounding the equivalence class with the
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

SeqConf
0.75
1.00
0.79
0.71
0.70
0.70

Conf
0.68
1.00
0.21
0.17
0.13
0.12
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Rule
Obstruct_passage(x, y) ⇒ Demonstrate_or_Rally(x, y)
Provide_military_protection_or_peacekeeping(y, x ) ⇒ Receive_deployment_of_peacekeeping(x, y)
Increase_police_power(z, x )∧ Bring_lawsuit_against(z, y) ⇒ Return,_release_person(x, y)
Threaten_with_sanctions(x, z)∧ Threaten_to_reduce_stop_aid(z, y) → Express_intent_to_cooperate(x, y)
Confiscate_property(z, x )∧, Refuse_to_release_person_property(y, z) → Complain_officially(x, y)
Employ_aerial_weapons(x, z)∧, Use_as_human_shield(y, z) → Employ_aerial_weapons(x, y)

Figure 1: Top event sequence rules mined for equivalence class 1-6 from ICEWS-2014 . MinSeqSup = 100, MinSeqCon f = 0.5
rules table. The main problem of grounding rules with temporal
constraint is that instances of the body and the head of the rule
often exist multiple times in different snapshots of the knowledge
base. For example, the atom q(x, y) : tp can exist in more than one
snapshot, therefore any other atom p(x, y) : tp that appear with
q in a rule with grounded tq <= tp will make a valid instance.
Therefore, we define the sequential support (seqSupp) similarly to
equation 9 but with time constraint t 1 <= ... <= tn <= th . This
is the count of all grounded occurrences of the sequence in the
body that contain a closing head afterwards. The latest occurrence
of the head ground will then close all sequences in the body that
occur before it and mark the rest as unclosed rules. The sequential
confidence (seqConf) is defined as the ratio between the number
of closed and unclosed rules. This definition of sequential support
and confidence make the calculations easy to incorporate into the
OP distributed join framework.

3.2

Interesting Event Sequence Rules

We applied our event sequence rule mining method on the ICEWS
news dataset [18], a daily digest of news from around the world.
In our experiments, we used subset of ICEWS corresponding to
all events extracted during 2014. Figure 3.2 shows the top event
sequence learned by our system. We compare sequential confidence
with standard confidence for each of the equivalent classes. We
compute the standard confidence from the time-invariant version
of the dataset by removing time and deleting duplicate facts.
We note that the confidence for the first two equivalent classes is
very close since they represent the inverse and class subsumption or
predicates and therefore time does not change the top ranked rules.
Nevertheless, we find other lower ranked rules that who interesting insights such as U se_tactics_o f _violent_repression(y, x) ⇒
Protest_violently, _riot(x, y) this rule suggests that the use of violence and repression leads to violent protests, but the inverse do
not pass the minSup threshold.
We also note that the difference of confidence score of larger rules
is much larger. The increase suggest that event sequences are able to
find interesting sequences that would otherwise be ignored. For example, rule (6) from Figure 3.2 has very interesting instances such as
(Israeli_De f ense_Forces, Citizen_(Palestina), Hamas).The instance
of this rule suggests along with other found examples that a group
or country knowing that its enemy uses its civilians as human
shield, they still use aerial weapons against them. The complete set
of event sequence rules is available online2 .

2 https://dsr.cise.ufl.edu/projects/sigmakb/

4

TEMPORAL EMBEDDING

In this section we will examine the potential of embedding methods
for inference on Temporal Knowledge Bases. By introducing a
temporal embedding method similar to the current state-of-the-art
embedding methods used for static Knowledge Bases, we show that
the same techniques can be generalized for use on Temporal data.

4.1

Background

Among methods used for KBC, e.g., path ranking [17], rule mining [7], or Markov random fields [14], embedding models have
shown to be scalable to very large knowledge bases and proven to
achieve state of the art performance in triple classification tasks [21]
and link prediction [6].
One of the simplest and earliest embedding methods, TransE [6],
is based on the idea that if two entities s and o are in a relation r , then
their embedded vectors s and o should be close when translated by
the relation vector r, i.e., s + r ≈ o. TransE achieves high hits@10
on two of the well known datasets: FB15k a subset of Freebase [5]
and WN18 derived from WordNet [20], used as link prediction
benchmarks.
Bishan Yang, et al. show that many of the previous models can be
generalized under a unified structure [25]. Under this generalized
model, each method can be modeled as a combination of a basic
linear transformation with a bilinear transformation and trained
using a specific cost function. They also introduce DistMult, where
each relation is modeled by a diagonal matrix and follows a bilinear
scoring function д(s, r , o) = s Wr o⊺ . In addition they show that
these latent representations can be used to mine first order logical rules with comparable performance to traditional rule mining
methods.
For a recent review, please consult [24] by Quan Wang et al.,
who give a general overview of many recent models and training
methods.
In spite of recent advances of many novel models, it has been
shown that a vanilla base line with a lesser number of parameters
can outperform most of the complex models [15]. This can be done
by slightly modifying and good hyper parameter tuning of a model
similar to DistMult.
Although there is some prior work done on using embeddings
for temporal evolutions and time patterns in clinical and sensory
data [8, 9], there has been little work on temporal knowledge bases.
Inference in the presence of dynamic facts is not well understood.
To the best of our knowledge the only related study is [23]. Knowevolve learns entity representations, a.k.a embeddings, for entities
and relations and uses the score of each fact to modulate the intensity function of a point process which models each temporal fact.
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They achieve better performance than other methods which don’t
take into account the dynamic structure of the datasets.

4.2

Chrono-Translation

In this paper we want to propose the simple idea of adapting similar
embedding methods, which have been proven to be very effective
on static knowledge bases, to learn representations for temporal
knowledge bases.
One can think of time as transformations of the embedding space.
At every time step we learn knew information about each entity
et , this knew information can be represented by a transformation
of each embedding et +1 = ϕ t (et ). For simplicity we model ϕ t as
a linear transformation: et +1 = et · ϕ t . By unrolling the transformation back in time, we can model et = eMt . Although this may
cause some loss of information, it makes the model much easier
and faster to train and eliminates any need of recurrent models.
Following other embedding methods, we can compute a score
for each quadruple as
⊺
⊺
д(s, r, o, t) = st Wr ot = s Mt Wr Mt o⊺

where Wr ∈ Rd ×d is a diagonal matrix representing relation r ,
Mt ∈ Rd ×d is the linear transformation that projects each entity
into the embedding space at time t, and s, o ∈ Rd are embedding
representations of the subject and object of the fact, modeling the
static information about each entity.
Our goal is to train the model such that the score of a valid
quadruple is higher than an invalid one. We use a max-margin
objective function with negative sampling:
minimize
M,W,E

|TKB|
N
Õ Õ
i=1 n=1




max 0, λ − д qi + д qi′ (n) + αL2 (M, W, E)2

where λ, α ∈ R are constant hyperparameters, M, W, E represent
the tensors corresponding to time translation, relation embeddings,
and entity embeddings. qi is a quadruple in TKB and qi′ (n) is the
same quadruple where one of its entities is corrupted by replacing it
with an entity is suitable at that position with respect to the relation,
but does not appear anywhere in the TKB with the same other
entity for any other time. N is the number of negative examples
per quadruple.
Table 1: Relationship of Ukraine and European Union.
Subject Relation
Object Time
Ukraine Reject plan to settle dispute* E.U.
2014-01-28
Ukraine Make pessimistic comment
E.U.
2014-02-19
Ukraine Threaten
E.U.
2014-10-09
Ukraine Praise or endorse
E.U.
2014-10-17
Ukraine Appeal for economic aid
E.U.
2014-10-23
Ukraine Express intent to negotiate* E.U.
2014-10-27
Ukraine Sign formal agreement
E.U.
2014-10-30
Ukraine Diplomatic cooperation*
E.U.
2014-12-17
Ukraine Host a visit
E.U.
2014-12-17
*

Relations slightly shortened to fit.

Ukraine and the E.U are in a hostile relation, Ukraine then
proposes to negotiate and the two entities interactions becomes
friendly.

As the example in Table 1 illustrates, the data is inherently temporal and each entity in the KB may have different characteristics
as time passes, unlike TransE and DistMult, our model can adapt
to this changes by having a global embedding for each entity to
capture the global information about the entity and allowing transformation with Mt to capture local dynamics over time.

4.3

Preliminary Results

Datasets We use the facts involving top 500 most frequent entities
from year 2014 of ICEWS [18] as the dataset for our rudimentary
experiments. We remove all duplicate entries and self-loops from
the dataset. Table 2 provides the statistics regarding the data.

ICEWS

Table 2: Dataset statistics.
|TKB| |E | |R| #Train #Dev
265K 500 247 212K
26K

#Test
26K

Setup Since our method is an embedding method and because of
time and space limitations, we compare our method with two other
purely embedding methods, TransE [6] and DistMult [25]. For a fair
comparison, we tune each model to the new dataset. We perform
hyperparameter search for all tested models: d ∈ {50, 75, 100},
N ∈ {2, 4, 8}, α ∈ {0.5, 0.05, 0.005}, λ ∈ {1, 2, 4}. All models are
trained using Adam Optimizer [16] with fixed learning rate of
0.005, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, ϵ = 10−8 . To prevent overfitting we
stop training when hits@10 stops improving on the development
set.
All the experiments are performed on a Tesla K40c, using TensorFlow [1] and Python.
Results Since TransE and DistMult cannot take advantage of the
temporal information, we convert each fact to a triplet by keeping
the subject, relation and object. We then evaluate the performance
of TransE and DistMult. Our results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Summary of experimental results.
Hits@10
TransE
43.1
DistMult
54.8
ChronoTranslate
63.2
Our model achieves significantly better performance than both
TransE and DistMult. While our model uses more parameters, increasing the number of parameters for other models did not improve
their performance (it even slightly degraded).

5

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a relatively simple method to adapt current embedding methods and a new set of event sequence rules to handle
temporal facts. Our methods takes into consideration the dynamic
behavior of entities through time. First-order rules are temporally
constrained to represent sequences and the embeddings use a linear
transformation per time snapshot to reflect the changes of an entity
onto its embeddings. The event sequence rules learn observable
interesting patterns that the time-invariant version of the KB omits.

Temporal Reasoning Over Event Knowledge Graphs
The embedding method shows significant improvements compared
to plain models that can not use time. In future work we would
use a larger dataset to learn rules and constraint the events to time
spans such as in the same year, in the same month, etc. We like to
also propose a more generic embedding model and use the learned
embeddings to collaborate in the mining of event sequence rules.
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